
Lesson   1-   Sequencing   the   Maze   (course   E)     

Review   the   following   definitions:   
  

Program    -   An   algorithm   that   has   been   coded   into   something   that   can   be   run   by   a   machine.   
Programming    -   The   art   of   creating   a   program.     
Bug    -   An   error   in   a   program   that   prevents   the   program   from   running   as   expected.     
Debugging    -   Finding   and   fixing   errors   in   programs.   

    
You   are   going   to   learn   how   to   code   computers   using   a   language   called   blockly   through   
Code.org.   

    
Watch   the   following   videos:  

    
Intro   to   Programming   with   Blockly     
Debugging   Blockly   Code     

  
Look   at   puzzle   7   in   lesson   1:   

  
The   goal   is   to   get   Scratch   to   the   acorn,   but   you   cannot   step   on   any   of   the   cracked   ice   or   he   
will   fall   through.   Notice   the   numbers   next   to   the   blocks.   Those   are   the   number   of   times   we   
can   use   each   block.     

    
What   is   the   first   thing   we   want   to   do?   

   <move   forward>   

    
Then   what?   

   <turn   right>   

    
Then   what?   

   <move   forward>   

    
Then   what?   

   <turn   left>   

    
Then   what?   

   <move   forward>   

    

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VCxpEN9hkBRN3-KoX4sUKyCB2SgVxy_e/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HlitPFnMYkQzl2-FC4iImlxXcgOagm5T/view


The   code   should   look   like   this:   

    
  
  

You   can   also   step   through   the   program   using   the   step   button   so   you   can   see   right   where   you   
went   wrong.     

Click   on   reset   to   start   the   puzzle   over   

Start   on   Lesson   1,   puzzle   2   to   begin     
  
  

When   you   get   to   puzzle   12,   we’ll   start   Looping  
    
Watch   the   following   video:   
  

Loops   using   the   repeat   block   
  

Go   to   this   puzzle   12   &   13   
  

Do   you   see   anything   that   should   be   repeated?   
  

  
Puzzle   13:   
<move   forward,   turn   left,   move   forward,   turn   left>   
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16myMy7Pich9AfXwWeF79C-MFEnNR2NSz/view


  
  

How   many   times   should   we   repeat   that   sequence?   
<3>   

  
Move   the   repeat   block   to   under   “when   run”.   
Insert   the   “move   forward,   turn   right,   move   forward   turn   left”   blocks   inside   the   loop.      
Your   code   should   look   like   this:   

  
  

Click   the   Run   button   to   run   your   code.   
  

Go   back   to   puzzle   12   and   see   if   you   can   use   a   repeat.   
  

When   all   your   bubbles   are   green,   move   on   to   lesson   2   


